
 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

The global pandemics is the reality we all have to face and cope with. This exceptional situation 

has forced us to postpone the International Exhibition of Church Construction, Church Fittings and 

Furnishings and Religious Art SACROEXPO. Our Exhibitors’ and Visitors’ health safety as well as your and 

our market future is our overriding priority. Thus we keep exploring the most convenient solutions,  

continue analysing the customers’ needs as well as Europe’s exhibition industry situation in order to be 

able to select the most convenient date. SACROEXPO is thus expected to be held this autumn.  You will be 

duly informed about the details the moment the final resolution is made. The information will be 

disseminated well in advance in order for you to make an informed decision and prepare for your expo 

participation. 

280 exhibitors from 12 countries took part in last year's SACROEXPO,   the trade show hosted 

5,000 guests who also made the best of the expo accompanied events programme - exhibitions and 

inspiring meetings galore.  The event’s scale is one of the reasons to raise concerns regarding the SARS - 

CoV-2 virus spread and possible Covid-19 disease. This is a global-scale problem, including Poland. 

The four large expos have already been held at Targi Kielce since the beginning of this year, all 

these have gone down in history as spectacular successes owing to the fact the expos have proven even 

more popular than before and attracted a great number of visitors.  We do hope to see things get back to 

normal soon. Expos will thus be reinstated as the most effective marketing tool. 

Despite the enormous amount of work and extensive financial contribution we have all made 

towards the SACROEXPO organisation, we all know our health and safety are our top priority. We do hope 

that exhibitors as well as all those who intended to visit the expo understand our stand point.  We will 

make every possible effort to make the autumn expo equally attractive. Sacroexpo is not the art for the 

art’s sake, this is the art of meetings which benefit us with new contacts which will bear fruit in the future. 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

Andrzej Mochoń PhD 
         Targi Kielce President of the Board  


